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   In the previous paper [3] the present author studied left

with respect to Minkowsky forms. In the present paper we
products of those algebras by groups of Bogoluibov operators.

 Hilbert algebras

study the crossed

   1. Bogoluiboyoperators

   Let S be a Hilbert space with a Minkowsky form [ , ] and U be the unitary

hermitian operator associated with [ , ].

   DEFiNiTioN 1.1. A unitary operator r is said to be a Bogoluibov operator
if r commutes with U.
   A unitary operator r is a Bogoluibov operator if and only if r is a U-unitary

operator.

   PRoposiTioN1.2. Let ut be a left Hilbert algebra with respect to the
Minkowsky form [ , ] and r be a Bogoluibov operator satisfying the following
conditions :

(1) ror==ut;

(2) r4#==(r4)# for 4Gor;

(3) r(en)=(rC)(rn) for e,neut.

   Then we have rz(4)r-'=z(T4) for 4eut.
Therefore the map ctr; z(QI)Dx-,ctr(x)=rxr-i Ez(or) is a U-automorphism of
z(ut).

   PRooF. For C and n in ut, we have
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                  rz(4)r- in = r(4r' i n) = z(r4)n.

Hence rn(e)r-' =n(T4).

   PRoposlTioN- 1.3. Let ut and r be as in Proposition 1.2. Then we have

(i) rÅí#==D#,r4#=(T4)# for 4eD#;

(ii) rSb=Db,T4b==(r4)b for 4eDb;

(iii) rut'- ut', r(4n) == (r4) (rn) for 4, nE or'•

   PRooF. For any eeD#, there exists a sequence {4.} in ut such that lim4.

= 4, lime: =4". Since we have

                   lim r4. =r4;

                   lim (r4.)" = lim T4n = rC" ,

we get rC e D" and (re)" =r4".

   (ii) For any n in Db, we have

             [4#, rn] = [(r- i 4)#, n] = [nb, r- i4] = [rnb, 4]

for all 4Gut. Hence rn belongs to Db and (rn)b=rnb.

   (iii) Take n in utf. For any 4-•i-n ut, we have

                 z(4)rn=:rz(T-'4)n= rn'(n)r-i4.

Hence rn belongs to ut' and z'(rn)=rz'(n)r-'. Take n and C in ut'. Then we
have

                T(n4) = rz'(C)n = z'(rC)rn - (rn) (T4) .

This completes the proof.

   2. Crossed products of U-inyolutiye algebras

   Let M be a U-involutive algebra acting on a Hilbert space S with a
Minkowsky form [ , ] and Aut(M) be the group of all U-automorphisms of M,
For a discrete group G, we introduce a Minkowsky form in a Hilbert space GQS

by;
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                   [2hxeh, 2h@nh]= Årl[4h, nh] -

   Let' a map ct; Ggg-ÅÄct, be a homomorphism of G on'Aut(M).

   For geG and AeM, the bounded operator g@A on the Hilbert space
GQS5 is defined by;

                  gXA(2hX4h)-Zgh@ctFi(A)4h•

We get easily (gQA)(hQB)=ghQctF'(A)B.

   PRoposiTioN 2.1. For geG and AEM, we get

                      (g QA)U = g- ` X ct,(AU) .

   PRooF. Take any 'two elements ZhQeh and 2h@nh in GXS5. Since we
have

         [gQA(ZhQ4h), ZhQnh] =: 2[ctg- ih- i(A)4g-ih, nh]

          = 2[4g-ih, ctg-ih-'(AU)nh] == [2h@4h, 2hQctE'(AU)n,h]

           = []E) hQCh, (g- i Xct,(AV)) 2) hXnh] ,

we get (g@A)U =g-iQct,(AU).

   DEFiNmoN2.2. The U-involutive algebra generated by {gQA;gEG,
A E M} is called the crossed product of M by G and we denot•e it by GQM.

   3. Crossed products of left Hilbert algebras with respect to Minkowsky

      forms

   Let ut be a left Hilbert algebra with respect to a Minkowsky form and S
be the closure of ut. Let G be a group of #-automorphisms of ut. We denote
the linear subspace {ZhX4h; 4h E ut} of GQS, where the summation is finite, by

GXut. We introduce the multiplication-operation and #-operation in GXut
as follows:

                (2hQ4h)(ZkQnk)== 2 hkQk-i(4h)nk;
                 h k h,k
                (2hQ4,)#-Zh-i@h(C•fi).

It is evident that G@or is a involutive algebra. The involutive algebra GXut
is called the crossed product of or by G. The following theorem is obtained analo-
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gously with Theorem 2 in [7].

   THEoREM 3.1. Let ut be a left Hilbert algebra with respect to a
Minkowskyform. IfG is a group ofBogoluibov operators satisfying thefollow-
ing conditions:

(1) gor-ut;
(2) g4"-(g4)";
(3) g(4ny)-(g4)(gn),

then we have
(i) the crossed product GQut is a left Hi.lbert algebra with respect to the

Minkowsky form

             [Zh@4h,ZhQnh]=2[4h,nh] in GQS;

(ii) z(GQut)==GXn(ut), where ct,(x)=gxg-' for gEG, xEz(ut).

   PRooF. (i) It is evident that GQQ! is dense in GXS. Take ZhX4h, Årlk
Xnk and 21Qgi in GXut. We have
                            ,
      [(:E]hQgft)(2k@nk), E)l@Ci]=Z6hk,i[k-'(Ch)nk, 4i]

        = 2]6k,h-ii[nio k-i(gsc)4i]-[Zk@nk, (ÅrlhQ4h)"(ZIX4i)]•

Hence (1) of Definition 3.1 in [3] holds.

   For any 2hXgh and ZkQnk in G@ut, we have

           1] (ZhX eh) (2kQnk) lI 2 E ]Åí ll n(k- i(4h)) li 2 li nkll 2

                          S-7112k@nkll2•

Thus the map: GQutgZk@nk-År(ZhQ4h)(ZkQnk) is continuous. Take 2h
@4h in GQor. For any 2k@nk, nkEDb, where the summation is finite, we get

        [(2h@4h)", 2kXnk] = Z6h-i,k[h(4E), nk]

          =ZSh-i,k[n2, h(4h)] =[2k-iQk-i(n2), 2hx4h] .

   Since the set {E]kQnk; nkeSb} is dense in G@S, the map: GXutgZhQeh
.(2hX4h)" isclosable. Itisobvious that (GQut)2 isdense in GXS. Therefore
GXor is a left Hilbert algebra with respect to the Minkowsky form.

   (ii) Take gEG and 4E ut. Since we have

     gXz(C)ZhX4h == 2ghX n(h- iC)4h
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                   -(g@4)(2hQ4h) for Zh@4h in GXut,

      n(gQ4)-g@z(4)•

Therefore n(GXut)==GQn(ut). This completes the proof.

    ExAMpLE. Let ut be an achieved left Hilbert algebra and S5 the closure of

QI. Put or={(4,n)eS5eS;4,neut}. If we introduce the multiplication-
operation, #-operation and the Minkowsky form as in [4], then or is a left Hilbert

algebra with respect to the Minkowsky form. Furthermore {Ait} is a one-
                                                                 .N.parameter automorphism group of ut by Corollary 9.1 in [5]. Therefore {Ait}

is a one-parameter group of Bogoluibov operators and forms a one-parameter
automorphism group of or, where tt'= AiteAi' with respect to S5eS.
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